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SOURCES OF INFORMATION
In Commemoration of UN Access to Information Day, Radio Still Remains the Most Common Source of
Information in Nigeria
Abuja, Nigeria. September 25th, 2019 – The United Nation (UN) commemorates the International Day for Universal
Access to Information on the 28th of September every year. The aim of the day is to ensure public access to
information and protect fundamental freedoms in accordance with national legislation and international
agreements. The International Day is an important opportunity for stakeholders to strengthen access to information
as well as emphasizing the importance of open government information transparency and accountability.
The right of access to information is a fundamental right of all Nigerians to access information held by public
establishments. The protection of the right of access to information is equally vital to democracy and a driver of good
governance, accountability, development and the upholding of other human rights. Given the above background,
NOIPolls presents past polls on the most common sources of information available to the Nigerian populace to show
the trend of sources of information. The most recent poll which was conducted in August 2018 revealed that Radio,
internet/social media and Television were the major avenues where the citizens get their information from, among
other sources. The poll further showed that the internet/social media platforms had experienced a significant
increase in usage over the eleven years period in view. This is not surprising given the role that modern information
technologies, such as Internet and mobile phones can play in information gathering, countering false and inciting
messages, alerting the people on security issues and inspiring them to act towards finding solutions to problems of
development facing their societies cannot be overemphasized.
Findings from the most recent poll (see chart below) shows that the main source of daily news for Nigerians is radio
(39 percent). This Implies that a larger fraction of Nigerians depends on the news desks of various radio stations
within their localities for information on happenings in the country. Other sources of daily news for Nigerians
includes; Internet/social media (28 percent), Television (26 percent), Word of mouth (5 percent), Newspapers (2
percent) and community town hall meetings (1 percent).
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Furthermore, trend analysis from previous polls conducted in past years revealed a dramatic increase in the use of
internet/social media. The upswing of new technology has introduced several options for getting information which
have continued to compete with traditional media. The eleven-year assessment revealed that internet/social media
as a source of daily information in Nigeria has increased from 2 percent in 2017 to 28 percent in 2018. This indicates
a huge growth in its usage in Nigeria as a source of information, hence necessitating better regulation of this
medium. Generally, over the years, radio has remained the most common source of information to Nigerians. Also,
2018 findings revealed that more Nigerians get access to their daily news from internet/social media than television
and newspaper.

In conclusion, the poll results established that radio remains the most common source of information for most
Nigerians. Trend analysis from previous polls conducted in past years revealed a dramatic increase in the use of
internet/social media as a common source of information. Finally, in honour of the UN Access to Information Day
whose aim is to ensure public access to information and protect fundamental freedoms, it is important for
organizations, governments, and other stakeholders to understand that it is not enough to have information, but
disseminating information through diverse and relevant sources such as radio, internet/social media and television is
equally important.
Disclaimer
This press release has been produced by NOIPolls Limited to provide information on all issues which form the subject
matter of the document. Kindly note that while we are willing to share results from our polls with the general public,
we only request that NOIPolls be acknowledged as author whenever and wherever our poll results are used, cited or
published.
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NOIPolls hereby certifies that all the views expressed in this document accurately reflect its views of respondents
surveyed for the poll, and background information is based on information from various sources that it believes are
reliable; however, no representation is made that it is accurate or complete. Whilst reasonable care has been taken
in preparing this document, no responsibility or liability is accepted for errors or fact or for any views expressed
herein by NOIPolls for actions taken as a result of information provided in this report. Any ratings, forecasts,
estimates, opinions or views herein constitute a judgment as at the date of this document. If the date of this
document is not current, the views and content may not reflect NOIPolls’ current findings and/or thinking.
Press Contact
The Editor
Email: editor@noi-polls.com
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